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Regulation & Legislation:
Phase 2 Puts Trucking in Familiar Yet Unchartered Water
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
FEMA Proposes Rules That Push Rebuilding After Floods to Higher Ground
Source: Nasdaq
U.S. Rejects Automakers' Request to Extend Fuel Comment Deadline
Source: Reuters
Request Denied: FMCSA ‘Stands by‘ 30-Minute Break
Source: Fleet Owner
Medical Board’s Rec’s to FMCSA on Sleep Apnea Could Preview Rule
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
Federal Agencies Release ‘Blacklisting’ Regulation
Source: Engineering News Record
FMCSA Medical Review Board Issues Sleep Apnea Guidelines
Source: Transport Topics

Transportation:
Ohio Turnpike May Soon See Self-Driving Testing
Source: Associated Press
Lyft Is Said to Seek a Buyer, Without Success
Source: New York Times
Sen. Schumer Calls for Security Review After JFK Airport Scare
Source: Wall Street Journal
FMCSA Seeks Input on Licensing Young Drivers to Operate Trucks
Source: Trucking News Online
GM Asks Judge to Throw Out Ignition Switch Case Over 'Fabricated' Key
Source: Reuters
US Drivers Log Record-Breaking Number of Miles in 2016
Source: The Hill

Infrastructure:
Flood-hit Louisiana Gets Funding for Emergency Road Repairs
Source: Construction Index
Watch W and Element Hotels Complete Largest Concrete Pour in Philly's History
Potholes in the Plans to Rebuild America
Source: Curbed Philadelphia

Labor:
Dealing With the DOL's New Final Rule
Source: Northern Nevada Business Weekly
Employer Alert: Your Arbitration Clause is Going to be Tested at SCOTUS
Source: Reuters
Labor Department, Business Groups Joust Over Persuader Rule
Source: Reuters
100 Days Until New Overtime Rule Takes Effect: Is Your Company Ready?
Source: National Law Review
Presidential Election Will Decide Fate of Overtime Rule
Source: SHRM

Sustainability:
B.C. Researcher Hopes to Turn Scrap Waste Into Green Concrete
Source: Journal of Commerce

Resilient Construction:
Build Disaster-Proof Homes Before Storms Strike
Source: Green Building Advisor
Will Your Homeowner Insurance Protect You if the Big One Hits?
Source: Miami Herald
Louisiana Residents Without Flood Insurance Face Uncertainty
Source: Reuters
Va. Geologist: Region Should Prep for Future Quakes
Source: WTOP
Louisiana Flood Insurance Payouts Likely Under $3B: FEMA
Source: Bloomberg
Earthquake Exposes Italy's Disaster Vulnerabilities and Shortcomings
Source: Wall Street Journal
Insurers Warn Floridians to Prepare for Tropical Storm
Source: Florida Politics

Environment:
Juan Williams: Clinton on Winning Side on Climate Change
Source: The Hill
"Tornado Alley" Has Shifted and Climate Change Could Play a Role
Source: Evansville Courier & Press
China's Drive to Clean up its Coal Power, One Plant at a Time
Source: New Scientist
Feds Weigh Whether Carbon Pollution Should be Measured in Highway Performance
Source: The Hill
Economy:
Fed Close to Hitting Job and Inflation Targets: Fischer
Source: Reuters

Is Oil in a Bull or Bear Market? Depends on the Day
Source: Wall Street Journal

New-Home Sales Surge in July to Highest Level Since October 2007
Source: USA Today

Tax Reform:
Where the Presidential Candidates Stand on Taxes
Source: The Hill

The Controversial Way Wealthy Americans Are Lowering Their Estate Taxes
Source: Wall Street Journal

One More Job-Killing Rule That Hurts Companies
Source: Investors

Republicans Take New Tack on Taxing Companies’ Overseas Profits
Source: Wall Street Journal

Clinton Proposes Standard Tax Deduction for Small Businesses
Source: Reuters

Government Spending:
Federal Deficits Explode — Is Anyone Paying Attention?
Source: Investor’s Business Daily

Poor Economy, Continued Spending Mean More Red Ink for Federal Government
Source: Washington Times

This Year, the Deficit Is Rising Faster Than Predicted
Source: The Daily Signal

CBO Says Deficit on the Rise for the First Time Since 2009
Source: The Fiscal Times

Politics:
Poll: Half of all Voters Won't Consider Trump
Source: The Hill

Ratings Change: 7 States Shift Toward Clinton in Electoral College
Source: Roll Call

Rudy Giuliani Gets the Street Brawl with Hillary Clinton that he’s Always Wanted
Source: Washington Post

Trump’s Stamina Attack On Clinton Stirs Talk of Gender Bias
Source: Associated Press

Inside Donald Trump’s New Strategy to Counter the View of Many That He is ‘Racist’
Source: Washington Post

Donald Trump Faces Narrow Path to White House Victory
Source: Wall Street Journal

Trump, GOP See Gold in Clinton Foundation Attacks
Source: The Hill

Texans Grudgingly Come Around to Trump Despite Past Feuds
Source: USA Today
Welcome to the Trump-Clinton Conspiracy Election
Source: Associated Press